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BOOK TWO OF THE RAVENWOOD COVE COZY MYSTERY SERIESAmanda Graham should be

happy with her newly-inherited historic inn, a fat cat named Oscar, and living in a small Oregon

beach town, but a terrible discovery between the dunes on the coast and sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s right back

in the soup, trying to solve a murder and save her friend! Sure, maybe he was such a rotten person

he deserved to die, but as secrets start to be revealed, Amanda is drawn deeper into danger and

intrigue. With a harvest festival looming, and tourists starting to come back to visit, figuring out how

and why he died is the best way to protect the town, and her sweet friend. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s turned her

back on LA and life in a gray office cubicle, so her best bet is to dig in and fight for her new

hometown.  Includes the free recipe for gluten-free blueberry coffeecake. Paperback and audiobook

also available..
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A very good mystery, well-written, with wonderful characters, believable action and realistic

dialogue. You don't often find all of those in a free kindle book! I had read the first book in the series,

Bed, Breakfast and Bones, some time ago and will definitely read the next books. I highly

recommend this book as a good relaxing read - no graphic sex, no cursing, no blood and gore. Just

a good story, well told.

One thing I really appreciated in these books is how the characters made real life decisions. I know

that sounds weird, but I have read many books with great characters who just make some

uncharacteristically odd decisions that leave me extremely disappointed. The author wrote the

characters in these books to make personality/situation appropriate choices that made sense. There

were a couple moments where I groaned inwardly about how I thought I "knew" the way something

would turn out. I was very happy to find that what I had predicted didn't happen. Example: Say two

characters were in a fight; they argued, maybe were a bit sore, but they WORKED IT OUT! They

weren't mad at each other the whole rest of the book plus the next three in the series. In other

words, there was no extra unnecessary drama added. I don't know about whoever is reading this,

but when I sit down to relax, I want to enjoy it!ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€¹As for the story line, I enjoyed it!

Not to complicated(my life is complicated enough;) , but kept me completely interested enough for

me to keep turning the page. The dialogue was well thought out and effortlessly written. Overall, I

really enjoyed these and am looking forward to books 3 and 4!

Not a lot more I can add, other than I really enjoyed these, I have a few authors in collections that I

read when I want light, easy stuff. The plot and mysteries are well done, Mrs. Granger is dead on...I

am pushing 70...so I can state that with certainty. I like books that put you into the daily lives of the

characters but don't bore you. Thanks for a fun read Ms. Dean.

I just finished this book and the first in the series. It is lighthearted in spite of being a murder

mystery. Her plots twist and turn so the culprit isn't predictable nor revealed until the end. Her

descriptions of a coastal Oregon small community is right on target.

....I cuddled up with a cup of hot chocolate and this book. It was a great afternoon. This second

book is a much smoother read without the disconcerting leaps. If you like the "cozy" genre, this is a

good one.



Lovely cozy mystery on the Oregon coast. Good writing, nicely-delineated characters, believable

behaviors and choices, a developing romance (gotta have one!) with the local copper. OK, so he

shouldn't be telling her so much confidential cop info; the author needs to find another way to get

the reader that info, but that's the only major flub. For the 2nd time, I only figured out whodunnit a

few pages before our heroine, which is pretty good. Lots of unexpected twists. She doesn't have

rain ruin all the fun outdoor events but that would have been TOO realistic! This is fiction, after all.

She has it raining on the unessential days, LOL.

Book 2 was just as good as the first with a better look at some of the quieter or supporting

characters. Another great clean murder mystery. These books make me long for life in a small

town!Carolyn, Keep up the writing, we love your books.

Another excellent e book. I am looking forward to the next and hopefully the next, etc.
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